THE BETHANY PRE AND PRIMARY SCHOOL
HEALTH REPORT FROM APRIL TO JUNE 2021
HEALTH TEACHER: MISS MAGDALENA MASANJA

INTRODUCTION
Dear Mrs. Zephaniah, I am so glad to present the Health terminal report of our pupils at
school. First of all, I would like to thank God for his protection from the beginning of this
year up to now.

ACHIEVEMENT
Generally, the health of the pupils is good, though some pupils had been having frequent
illness and persistent fever. Apart from that, also the health department has achieved the
following:



Through implementing the government plan, we managed to provide drugs to pupils
particularly Albendazole and Praziquantel that prevent worms and bilharzias
respectively.
We managed to provide pads to girls who have matured in order to minimize the habit
of not attending the school regularly.




We managed to have teachers’ toilets while in last time we had no permanent
teachers’ toilets.
We are still educating both parents and pupils on how to avoid COVID-19 especially
by washing hands with soap and keeping a distance from one another.
CHALLENGES

o Parents are not open to teachers about the health conditions of their kids. Sometimes
this brings difficulties when providing first aid where necessary.
o Parents are not cooperating with teachers in educating girls about peer groups and
their effects.

SUGGESTIONS
As a health teacher, I have the following suggestions:




To have a special drinking water tank at school for both teachers and pupils.
Parents to be open to the school leaders on the health conditions of their children.
I beg for a shelf which will be used to keep first aid equipments and medicines in
order to make them safe.

Lastly, I would like to say thank you Head Teacher for cooperating with me under this
important department at school.
I wish you all the best in this Holiday.

